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NEWS MAKER

BY KERRY DIMMER

Media24’s recently appointed CEO, Esmaré Weideman, plans to strengthen the industry 
stalwar t ’s print legacy by working with its digital plat form

here is no doubt that the print media business 
is threatened by the rise of the web, social media 
and the acceleration of an internet-driven news 
cycle, but Esmaré Weideman is quick to point out: 
‘At Media24 we see opportunities, not threats.’

Just six months into her role as CEO, 
Weideman’s mandate seems clear – bring the 
Naspers Group-owned Media24 into the 21st 
century but maintain the core business of print. 

‘I believe the legacy of the print business in SA is of critical importance 
to Naspers,’ she says. ‘Yes it’s true that Naspers has diversified into 
many businesses and has become a global player, but all its operations 
– be they e-commerce, gaming or pay-TV – have media at its core. 
Likewise, Media24 has diversified into related fields but the print 
business remains a vital part of the future of Naspers and I believe 
we will still have print products for some time to come.’

This doesn’t mean that Weideman will be ignoring digital media. In 
fact, she is embracing it, saying they have ‘plans coming out of their 
ears’ and that they will continue providing quality content to a diverse 
array of markets. ‘The platforms you use to disseminate information are 
actually irrelevant,’ says Weideman, ‘although they all have their unique 
opportunities and challenges.’

NewsNow/NuusNou, the latest offering from the Media24 stable, is 
such an example. ‘In a way it is the embodiment of what is happening 
in news media today, referencing the internet and everything available 
on it. News consumers need sources they can trust and that is what the 
NewsNow/NuusNou team does by scanning through various media, from 
blogs to TV to print, to bring the most relevant commentary to readers. 
I’m sure it has hit a sweet spot and that it will be very successful.’

The sweet spot is something that Weideman must surely be familiar 
with. Her past success as editor-in-chief of the successful troika, You, 
Huisgenoot and Drum magazines, branded her the queen of weeklies. 
However reluctant she may be to acknowledge this title, she does say 
that this genre is the toughest news environment to play in. ‘And if you 
don’t understand the market and the role news weeklies play, you’ll go 
down very quickly.’

With degrees in business and journalism from the University of 
Stellenbosch, Weideman’s first beat was as a labour reporter at 
Finansies & Tegniek – now Finweek – before joining The Star in 1989 
as a political writer. This was during the frenetic roller-coaster days that 
shaped SA’s democracy, and provided her with the unique opportunity 
and privilege of being the only journalist to accompany Nelson Mandela 

It’s important to Weideman that she has toiled at the bottom in busy 
newsrooms, which is why she finds being a CEO a somewhat lonely role. 
‘I don’t really talk the talk, some of the acronyms of big business still 
confuse me terribly and I am still baffled by industry politicking which 
you encounter everywhere. That said, I’m a very direct person so can 
cut through the superfluous issues and focus on what we’re trying to 
do at Media24 and the best way we can achieve it.

‘Leadership means you have to have the ability to take people with 
you and that becomes an issue of trust. Getting others to see the vision 
means talking, sharing, enthusing and inspiring, and more importantly 
living by example. My experience is that if you lead with enthusiasm, 
passion and drive, others will follow.’   

T
‘Getting others to see the 
vision means talking, sharing, 
enthusing and inspiring, and 
more importantly living 
by example’

on his six-week world tour after his release from prison. Her stint 
in the trenches continued with Media24 in Cape Town. Drum was 
the first glossy that proved Weideman’s editing skills, followed by 
Fair Lady, before being appointed as the first woman (not to mention 
the youngest) editor of You magazine. 

Despite a career full of milestones, Weideman appears to be surprised 
at her achievements. At heart she still sees herself as a journalist. ‘I 
wanted to be a good journalist – I never aspired to be an editor, it was 
offered to me. Similarly, I never wanted to be a CEO, but opportunities 
arrive and you take them, simply because you were asked, and for me 
that means doing the best I can at whatever job gets thrown at me.’



A round-up of the latest news, by Kerry Dimmer
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The so-called ‘dirty tax’ imposed on businesses 

for their carbon emissions is inevitable. But what 

if your organisation could buy carbon credits that 

would offset the carbon rather than pay the tax?  

It is possible, says the JSE, with the provision of  

a voluntary carbon trading exchange.

An exchange of this nature would provide  

all the necessary regulation, transparency and 

standardisation needed to make a cap-and-trade 

system work and would ease some of the admini- 

strative burden off business. 

To be successful, a carbon trading exchange 

would also need to be cost-effective, recognised 

internationally and offer real financial incentives 

to companies. Most importantly, it would need to 

be voluntary. By attracting rather than forcing 

participation, the JSE believes that companies  

are more likely to embrace the business case  

for such a tool. 

But as JSE Commodities Head Chris Sturgess 

points out, the biggest problem is where demand 

will come from. ‘SA will need enough willing buyers 

and sellers. Sellers would be those feel-good, 

sustainable-development projects that generate 

credits; and buyers, those companies that pay  

for those credits to offset their own pollution.’

The JSE is in the early stages of developing  

a concept framework based on research into 

climate change and carbon markets. 

A ClEAn  
ExCHAngE

In the interests of investing in and promoting  

the development of the next generation of 

financial sector journalists, the JSE hosted  

a Media Day in June. 

The aim was to demystify financial markets 

and the workings of the exchange to provide 

aspiring reporters with the tools necessary to 

report financial news in an informed manner,  

and to introduce them to the various sectors of 

activity within this environment. Media students 

were also encouraged to look at the financial 

sector as a career genre, with practical guidance 

provided by JSE executives. 

Positive 
Press

The JSE saw 205 784 equities share trades  

in one day in June, a record broken not two 

months later on 10 August, when 230 797 

trades worth R29 billion were recorded.

‘This marks a 12% increase on our previous 

record, which is a significant jump,’ says head 

of Equities Trade, leanne Parsons. The JSE’s 

full-service securities exchange is among the 

top 20 largest equities exchanges in the world 

in terms of market capitalisation.

just smashing
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Following two meetings of the JSE Agricultural 

Advisory Committee, participants have con- 

firmed their support for the trading of futures 

contracts referencing the price in a single 

delivery point which implies the use of 

location differentials to each registered 

delivery point.

The importance of location differentials 

was highlighted by Matt Roberts after a 

detailed investigation in 2009 (sponsored by 

the national Agricultural Marketing Council) 

confirmed that the elimination of the location 

differential system would provide very few 

benefits to farmers, silos or millers. In fact, it 

found that it may cause significant harm to 

farmers by reducing their ability to obtain 

input financing. Says Roberts: ‘The current 

location differential system should therefore 

be maintained for wheat and maize, and if the 

JSE believes it necessary, introduced for soya.’

In line with the recommendations of the 

report, the JSE committed to investigate 

concerns in the Roberts Report, including the 

introduction of a spot basis trading system 

that will allow sellers and buyers to transact 

physical grain held on a Safex silo receipt 

down to individual silo level.

Rod gravelet-Blondin, JSE senior gM for 

Commodities, says that there’s no doubt the 

system of local differentials remains the pre- 

ferred system for the trading of agricultural 

futures contracts in SA. 

‘our challenge is to improve the process 

surrounding the calculation of the differen- 

tials. However, with the support of the market 

this will be achieved. The next few months  

will be exciting as we work towards the 

introduction of a spot basis trading system  

to complement our existing trading and 

clearing solution.’

in the mArKet

With 18.6 million credit-active consumers in  

SA, and 46.6% of those with impaired records, 

the JSE, along with its partners the South African 

Reserve Bank, the Financial Planning Institute, 

the South African Savings Institute and the 

national Credit Regular, is addressing financial 

literacy among the youth.

The introduction of an annual national  

Youth Financial literacy Day forms part of the 

JSE’s efforts to grow the economy by taking  

financial knowledge and literacy into schools  

and education facilities. noah greenhill, JSE 

executive, says that courses aimed at providing 

learners and teachers with knowledge about 

banks, savings, investment and other related 

topics are already being incorporated into the 

schooling system and in some provinces has 

become part of the syllabus. 

‘long-term national saving rates do not  

go up by accident,’ says greenhill. ‘nor do they  

do so quickly. Inevitably, with or without large 

inflows from outside, the vast bulk of domestic 

investment is still financed by its own citizens.  

In recognition of this, we believe it is our 

responsibility to educate the wider public  

about the world of investing.’

The national Youth Financial literacy Day in 

August, which follows on from national Savings 

Month in July, forms part of the exchanges’ 

efforts to grow the economy by taking financial 

knowledge and literacy to young people. 

LiteraLLy 
saving

locations
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